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5.1   INTRODUCTION
As introduced in the previous chapters, Facility Management (FM) is complex and
interconnected. The main criticality concerns the integration of very different
services. The management of a broad and deep range of services requires not only
specific skills and capabilities but also the ability to adjust to dynamic aspects of
FM. This is the object of this chapter.
Later on, it will be discussed how FM is characterized by extremely dynamic variables
that oppose rigid constraints on some contract typologies.
In fact these constraints do not suit the variability of the FM environment and
contribute to put client, contractor and sub-suppliers into an unfriendly situation that
sooner or later leads to a dispute. The longer the contract duration, more marked is
the problem.
This chapter aims at identifying the FM contract criticalities and how to overcome
them. Proposed solutions are framed in a new model of FM called Open Facility
Management (OFM). It considers and integrates three different operative tools: the
flexible contract with Service Level Agreement (SLA), the shared Performance
Measurement System (PMS) and the Partnership Table (PT).

5.2   FACILITY MANAGEMENT CRITICALITIES
In FM several dynamic variables combine to modify the service structure and needs.
Their frequent transformations require a continuous adjustment of the provided
services in order to keep up with the environment evolution.
Changeability of end-user’s needs and client’s requests is the first uncertainty
variable to deal with. Changes in end-user’s needs and client’s requests bring
contractor and sub-suppliers to continuously deal with the different typologies of
served clients and end-users.
A further evidence of dynamism is the continuous increase in the service quality
demand. Both client and end-user develop over time a growing call for an
improved service. The contractor task is to identify the gap between client service
perceptions and expectations1 (Parasuraman et al., 1991) and then to fill any
performance gap.

1 SERVQUAL (Parasuraman et al., 1988) is the tool used to identify the performance gap between client
perceptions and expectations. It consists of 22 questions, adaptable to every field, spread over five service
dimensions: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy.
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Changes in technological opportunities contribute to the environmental
dynamism. Every sector over the years goes through somewhat frequent and
significant innovations of products and processes. This way, the markets
connected to those sectors evolve driven by technological innovations. Even in
the services field, and thus in the facility services one, the supply criteria changes
occur according to new products and processes. Let us just think of how
automatic machines (vacuum cleaner, floor polisher, etc.) have modified floor
cleaning operations. New technological opportunities lead to a continuous
refresher training of employees who deal with the changed operations.
Lastly another dynamic element concerns the evolution of organizational and
management systems. Changes in management involve the acknowledgement
of new models and practices and they affect the traditional management
approaches and the company culture. It is a cultural transformation of deep-
rooted management systems.
Organizational and management systems, developed through past experiences,
are based on rules and attitudes that are often hard to change. Nonetheless, to
support change in facility services supply, the management should have the
quality of being unusually flexible to reshape the organizational processes and the
management style.
Counteracting the abovementioned dynamic variables, contract terms
determine strong constraints on the service management, meaning that they
reduce free hand and force client, contractor and sub-suppliers to a barely
flexible approach.
FM criticalities take place when the service, driven by the dynamic variables, is
restrained by the contract terms (Figure 5.1). For instance, it may occur that new
needs of the end-user cannot be fulfilled neither by the client nor by the
contractor due to contract constraints.
Overcoming FM criticalities is the essential requirement to adjust the supplied
services to real needs and to take advantage of improvement opportunities. Next
paragraphs present a new approach of service management to overcome these
criticalities.

5.3   A NEW PARADIGM: THE OPEN FACILITY MANAGEMENT
The abovementioned variables combine to modify the structure of the
environment in which client, contractor and sub-suppliers operate.
To manage services accordingly to these variables, FM needs a flexible approach
that quickly carries out the changeable requests of client and end-user.
McLennan (2004) claims the lack of suitable models to manage FM dynamism.
FM sector is fairly young, especially in Italy (for further information on FM market see
Chapter 2), and has not yet developed strong management practices, actually
being still characterized by the individual entrepreneurial capacity.
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Figure 5.1 - Service between rigid and dynamic aspects (De Toni et al., 2007a)

FM needs some essential tools to efficiently and effectively manage the change.
Their tasks are to quickly adjust to internal and external changed conditions of the
FM contract, to identify the required actions to adjust to the new scenario and to
carry them out. Moreover, it is important to estimate the effects of the service
adjustments, that is to evaluate the achievement of the fixed objectives and their
validity.
The integration of flexible tools, currently not widely used by FM, gives the authors the
chance to propose a new paradigm of services management apt to manage
dynamic variables and to attain adequate solutions: the Open Facility
Management (OFM).
The OFM is a service management approach that does not present substantial
differences with FM about the principles of integration among services and contract
responsibility. OFM is instead different from FM in the principles of contract flexibility,
sharing of the performance measurement systems and organizational coordination
among players. The principles of sharing the performance measurement system and
organizational coordination among players combine to develop a cooperative
relationship between client and contractor. In this kind of relation the parties look for
a mutual integration to reach optimal results. Differences between OFM and the
outsourcing service management are broader (Figure 5.2).
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108 PART 1 - THE EVOLUTION OF  FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Figure 5.2 - Classification of service management approaches in FM (De Toni et al., 2007a)

Therefore, as presented in Table 5.1, three principles distinguish OFM from the
previous FM services management approaches. The table also shows the tools
associated to these principles. They will be further discussed in this chapter.

Table 5.1 - Principles and tools of the Open Facility Management

PRINCIPLES TOOLS

CONTRACT FLEXIBILITY Flexible contract with
service level agreement

SHARING OF THE PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Shared performance 
measurement system

ORGANIZATIONAL
COORDINATION AMONG PLAYERS Partnership tableINT
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5. OPEN FACILITY MANAGEMENT AS A NEW PARADIGM 109

5.3.1 Open facility management openness
OFM asks the parties for a greater sensibility towards underway and potential
changes. FM openness to changes is the starting point towards revision and
enhancement of the service management process (Figure 5.3). The name of this
new service management approach refers exactly to the openness concept.
The OFM approach is open to changes and to “new” players who are not
considered in the “traditional” FM approach. Opening to the players means
considering their requests and skills as opportunities to revise and improve service
management. In fact, though in a different way, every player can bring to FM
technological developments, suggestions for service advancement, management
and organizational improvements, etc.
The FM approach considers requests and skills of traditional players: client,
contractor, end-user and sub-suppliers.
Client and contractor are those who mostly shape FM domain. They are the main
players in the FM contract and their continuous confrontation is an essential element
in the management of facility services. In fact, FM changes require an adjustment
of the service package and the supply mode. Client and contractor are responsible
for it.

Figure 5.3 - Open facility management as a new paradigm (De Toni et al., 2007a)

The evolution of the end-user needs in terms of required quality level of services
makes him/her a first rate player: as a user, he/she has a relevant influence on
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110 PART 1 - THE EVOLUTION OF  FACILITY MANAGEMENT

services management. The exact knowledge of his/her service expectations and
perceptions is the foundation on which to build the service revision and
improvement process.
The end-user is directly connected with sub-suppliers, players who work on behalf of
the contractor and who effectively deliver the services. They are the more suitable
players to understand the changes of end-user needs.
The FM approach has a significant restriction in service management. In fact,
focusing on traditional players, it gives a vision characterized just by variables of the
FM domain. This fact distorts reality since underway and potential opportunities,
typical of FM near environments, are missing.
OFM requires instead a significant openness to “new” players’ needs and skills. They
can bring substantial improvements to FM. Thus, next to traditional players, OFM
develops collaborations with other ones in order to gather improvement
contributions and excellence experiences.
This new service management approach urges contractor and client to quickly
adopt the opportunities offered by other players in order to form collaborative
relations with those who can assure technological advantages, advanced
management systems, etc..
There are several OFM new players: university institutions, research centers,
community of interest and practice, consultants, etc (Figure 5.4). For instance
universities and research centers can be precious partners with skills usually not
available in FM traditional domain.
Besides, the comparison with companies’ consortia, of similar or different sectors,
allows monitoring the outside and thus borrowing, when possible, excellence
experiences.
OFM is therefore open to changes and to “new” players. Openness is the main
difference between OFM and FM.

5.4   COMPARISON BETWEEN FACILITY MANAGEMENT AND OPEN FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT 
As already mentioned, three principles, distinguishing OFM and FM, can be
identified: contractual flexibility, sharing of performance measurement system and
organizational coordination of the players.
The distinction is based on the tools used by the different approaches to support
those principles (Table 5.2).
The first principle of comparison is the contractual flexibility. Two contract classes
can be distinguished in FM: the first one is referred to rigid contracts, the second
one to flexible ones.
The difference between the two classes is determined by the definition or not of the
Service Level Agreement (SLA) attached to the contract. Specifically, a flexible
contract includes a SLA.
The FM approach does not explicitly define which of the two classes - rigid or flexible
- a FM contract has to use. The parties have free hand in choosing the most suitable
form.
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5. OPEN FACILITY MANAGEMENT AS A NEW PARADIGM 111

OFM instead recognizes contract flexibility as the only way for a dynamic progress.
Therefore the contract has to include the SLA defining the domain and
measurement criteria of service quality and the associated bonus and penalties.

Figure 5.4 - The players of the open facility management (De Toni et al., 2007a)

Sharing of the Performance Measurement Systems (PMS) is a second principle to
compare OFM and FM. PMS is not a new subject, neither in FM.
Let us remind for instance Amaratunga’s numerous publications (between 2000 and
2003) and those of Brackertz e Kenley (2001, 2002) supporting the idea that PMS is
a classical topic in FM.
Nonetheless, this literature emphasizes how the PMS for FM is a tool reserved to the
exclusive use of the client or of the contractor. The evolution proposed by OFM
consists in designing a PMS shared by the parties. This measurement system
combines into a unique tool the indicators that both client and contractor consider
essential to assess the contract implementation.
Another principle to compare OFM and FM is the organizational coordination
among players.
Although client and contractor meetings are already used to solve FM contract
criticalities, they are not systematic over time but occasional. They take place just
after an ongoing or upcoming criticality has been detected.
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112 PART 1 - THE EVOLUTION OF  FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Table 5.2 - Comparison between the two approaches tools ( De Toni et al., 2007a)

OFM introduces a systematic schedule of the meetings in order to continuously
improve the service management. This systematic discussion method is called
Partnership Table (PT).
The abovementioned OFM tools (flexible contract with SLA, shared PMS and PT) can
be considered as the “OFM pillars” and they will be further discussed in the next
sections.

5.5   OPEN FACILITY MANAGEMENT TOOLS
OFM, as an innovative approach to service management, overcomes FM
criticalities through the openness to changes and new players. The operational tools
enabling this change have been already discussed: flexible contract with Service
Level Agreement, shared Performance Measurement System and Partnership Table.
These tools combine together to revise and enhance service management
introducing innovation in three different fields: juridical, managerial and
organizational (Figure 5.5).
In the juridical field, the flexible contract (with SLA) enables the improvements not
allowed in a rigid contract. In the managerial field, those managerial aspects,
related to effectiveness and efficiency of performed actions, are considered.
Finally, in the organizational field, the Partnership Table identifies, discusses and
solves out service management criticalities.

PRINCIPLES
TOOLS

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT

OPEN FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT

CONTRACT FLEXIBILITY
- Rigid contract
- Flexible contract with 
service level agreement

Flexible contract with
service level agreement

SHARING OF THE 
PERFORMANCE 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Independent 
performance 
measurement system

Shared performance
measurement system

ORGANIZATIONAL 
COORDINATION 
AMONG PLAYERS

Not regulated
(occasional coordination) Partnership table
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5. OPEN FACILITY MANAGEMENT AS A NEW PARADIGM 113

5.5.1 Juridical field: the flexible contract
In the juridical field, two FM contract classes can be adopted: rigid and flexible
(with SLA).
The FM approach leaves the parties hand free about contract class choice, while
the OFM one prefers to adopt a flexible contract.
The parties, to complete the contract stipulation, follow a process similar to the one
shown in Figure 5.6. If the process ends with the awarding of the contract to one of
the tenderers, the contract will be classed as a rigid one. Instead, if the contract
award is followed by a starting phase, and in turn by the SLA definition, the contract
will be classed as a flexible one. At a procedural level, elements distinguishing rigid
and flexible contracts are thus the starting phase and SLA definition.
The SLA defines the domain and the measurement criteria of the service quality,
the bonus and penalty clauses. It is therefore clear how SLA focuses on obtained
results and not on activities accomplishment. The attention is not directed towards
service supply processes but towards their effects such as service quality, supply
effectiveness, client satisfaction, etc. The SLA thus identifies:
• output agreed with the client;
• client/contractor main interfaces;
• contractor and sub-suppliers responsibilities.

Figure 5.5 - Fields and tools of the open facility management (De Toni et al., 2007a)
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The SLA defines service levels and quality criteria through indicators that contract
players have reciprocally agreed to adopt. A periodical assessment of their
inventory and their targets is required to adjust the SLA to FM variables.
The SLA is a very flexible contract attachment. Once the service levels and quality
criteria have been explicitly defined, the SLA enables the parties to modify:
• performances:
- change of data measurement frequency;
- change of agreed performance levels;
- redefinition of measured service list;

• services:
- change of services content;
- addition of new services.

The OFM approach considers a flexible contract (with SLA) essential to manage FM
services. In order to adjust to FM variables, a flexible contract allows changes of
services content and introduction of additional services.
The OFM proposes to integrate the rigid contract with a dynamic and shared
attachment: the SLA. It allows the modification of services and of their quality level
to adjust the service to the real and changeable needs of the end-user and to the
continuous technological improvement.

Figure 5.6 - Flexible contract definition (De Toni et al., 2007a)
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5. OPEN FACILITY MANAGEMENT AS A NEW PARADIGM 115

5.5.2 Managerial field: the shared performance measurement system
The OFM tool in the managerial field is the Performance Measurement System (PMS),
shared by contractor and client. The need of a PMS in organizations has already
been emphasized in literature. Nevertheless, the sharing of this tool among players
is a new approach, at least in FM (De Toni et al., 2007b).
There are several reasons to share PMS (Table 5.3). Some regard performance
monitoring, others aim at a continuous improvement of service management.
The PMS design process has been broadly discussed in the specific literature (Brown,
1996; Kaplan and Norton, 1996; Neely, 1998; De Toni and Tonchia, 2001). It is worth
to recall that this process starts by identifying a measurement model as a framework
for the indicators organization. The same approach can be adopted also in the
shared PMS design.

Reference models
In literature there are several measurement models which pay attention to players
outside the organization. For instance, in the Macro Process Model (Brown, 1996)
also supplier performances are taken into account, while the Performance Prism
model (Neely et al., 2002) proposes indicators to measure the contribution to the
provider performance of client, sub-suppliers and end-users.

Table 5.3 - Advantages arising from the shared PMS  (De Toni et al., 2007a)

These frameworks, even having the merit to measure players outside the organization,
do not take into account PMS sharing. In fact, they do not propose a measurement
model to various players in order to share indicators, but they use it for internal purposes
of the provider to assess its own activities in relation to the sub-suppliers’ performance
and/or to evaluate the client activities in relation to its own performance. This way, the
presence of subjects outside the organization only brings to a couple of indicators and
does not affect the whole PMS, which, moreover, is not shared.

ADVANTAGE 
TYPOLOGY

CONTRACTOR
ADVANTAGE

CLIENT 
ADVANTAGE

Monitoring
To evaluate the efficacy of
one’s own operations

To verify the correspondence of
the contract defined requests

Continuous improvement

Organizational learning

To verify the progress execution
To ensure that the decisional process is based 

on verified data
To involve/motivate the lower organizational level

To find out the key process 
inefficiencies
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116 PART 1 - THE EVOLUTION OF  FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Compared to these models, the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) (Kaplan and Norton,
1992) takes a step forward to share PMS (for more in-depth study, see box 5.1). One
of the principles of BSC is the participation in the PMS design process of clients, sub-
suppliers, employees as well as the management.
Applying this concept, Brackertz and Kenley (2001) propose the Service Balanced
Scorecard (SBS) for FM. This model identifies client, end-user, contractor and sub-
suppliers as players to be involved in the performance measures definition.
Both BSC and SBS are useful FM reference models (De Toni et al., 2007b), but they
present troubles when used in a shared PMS design:
1. The need to know contract economical-financial results. The considered models
(BSC and SBS) give indications of economical-financial results of the FM 
contractor, but not of the client ones.

2. The difficulty to manage at the same time client and end-user needs and
expectations. The client company and the end-users perceive the provided service
differently. On one hand, the client expects contract specifications to be 
observed. On the other hand, the end-user needs a service that meets its own 
expectations. BSC does not distinguish between the two, while SBS does.

3. The problem of managing sub-suppliers focused on different services’ areas. In 
an FM contract there are several sub-suppliers operating in different sectors, in 
particular:
- building-related services (such as buildings maintenance);
- space-related and people-related services (such as catering, transportation,
laundering, cleaning, etc.).

The troubles in integrating FM companies with such different characteristics 
affect PMS design. BSC does not distinguish services’ areas while SBS 
distinguishes building-related services from space-related and people-related 
ones (see Chapter 1 for services’ classification).

4. The need to take into account the ability to develop the service provided. The 
development ability of the supplied service is intended as the use of ideas and
know-how in order to fulfill the end-user existent or potential needs. More 
precisely, in FM the development ability affects the design of entirely new 
services or of minor innovations apt to adjust and improve the existent services 
and delivery process. Development ability is considered in BSC, not in SBS.

BOX 5.1 – THE BALANCED SCORECARD
Among the performance measurement models available in literature and
put into practice, the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is certainly the most
acknowledged by researches and professionals from every business sector.
Introduced by Kaplan and Norton (1992), BSC has been initially used to
measure and evaluate business performances but today is acknowledged as
a complete system for the company management. Several applications of
this model can be found: for instance Apple (Kaplan and Norton, 1993), Pepsi
(Jensen and Gerr, 1994), Metro Bank (Kaplan and Norton, 1996), Nike
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(Lohman et al., 2004), the U.S. Army and Chrysler (Kaplan and Norton, 2005).
The BSC starts defining and communicating to all organizational levels the
strategy and the company goals. The objective specification process is
supported by the strategy map which defines how single employee activities
are connected to the company final results.
The BSC value is represented by the balancing of pure economical-financial
issues and value. In fact strategy map routes cover four company
perspectives (Figure 5.7): 1) financial perspective, 2) client perspective, 3)
internal processes perspective and 4) learning and growth perspective.
The financial perspective is not sufficient to describe the business strategy.
Nonetheless it is essential for shareholders. Its indicators show whether the
strategy is leading to the expected economical results. The client perspective
analyzes the value for the client through a mix of indicators, such as
product/service market penetration, quality of end-user relationship and
company image. The internal processes perspective identifies the processes
in which the company has to excel in order to compete in the market and
obtain the expected profits. In this case the internal performances of cost,
quality, time and flexibility are evaluated. Finally, the learning and growth
perspective defines structural and infrastructural elements that lead the
performance in the other perspectives: employee competences and
abilities, technologies and company culture. Its typical indicators are
teamwork level, innovation frequency, employees training level, etc.
Thus, BSC consists of a series of strategic objectives, that are interconnected
and assigned to different company perspectives. The objectives are
distributed throughout the organization and measured with performance
indicators, specifically at different organizational levels. The model enables to
describe and, if needed, to modify the route that leads to the strategy. The
results analysis allows the managers to recognize the real time organizational
route through a process known as strategic learning.

Figure 5.7 - The balanced scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1992)
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118 PART 1 - THE EVOLUTION OF  FACILITY MANAGEMENT

In BSC and SBS models it can be thus noticed that some gaps do not fully satisfy the
presented criticalities (Table 5.4). These frameworks, that anyway remain reference
models to design shared PMS, are the theoretical basis over which to build a FM
performance measurement model.
The general principles, introduced by the authors (Kaplan and Norton, 1996), are
taken from BSC:
• PMS development starting from company strategy;
• balancing of performance indicators through several perspectives (not just the
financial one);

• cause-effect relations among different indicators through PMS;
• distinction between lead (future development) and lag (past performance) 
indicators.

SBS, that is BSC tailored to FM service sector, other than suggesting again its general
principles, presents interesting features that shared PMS has to adopt:
• distinction between performances of building maintenance services (building-
related services) and of services supplied within the building (space-related and
people-related services);

• involvement of players outside the contract (such as end-users) in the definition
of the performance measures.

It is convenient to catch from both the models the features that best suit the
measurement system that will be adopted (shared PMS). The combination of these
features makes up the foundation over which to build a BSC-SBS synthetic
framework. This framework, illustrated later on, fills the gap that BSC and SBS show
when applied to FM. It is called Facility Management Balanced Scorecard (FMBSC).

Table 5.4 - PMS model criticalities for the facility management (De Toni et al., 2007a)

NEEDS
PMS MODEL

BALANCED SCORECARD (BSC) SERVICE BALANCED 
SCORECARD (SBS)

Necessity to know the 
economical-financial results of

the contract award
Only economical-financial 
results of the contractor

Only economical-financial 
results of the contractor

Management of two different
consumer typologies: client

and end-user
No distinction between client

and end-user
Distinction between client and

end-user

Management of different 
services provided by the

members of the 
consortium of companies 

No distinction among the 
services provided

Distinction among the services
provided

The need to take into account
the ability to develop the 

provided service
Considered Not considered
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Proposed model: the facility management balanced scorecard
Without recalling the phases that led to the definition of the shared PMS, in the
following paragraphs we illustrate the features characterizing the proposed model.
Regarding the balancing of indicators, the financial and the learning/growth
perspectives have to be granted in FMBSC, just as in BSC. Building, services and
community/client perspectives instead are taken from SBS (Figure 5.8). In the shared
PMS, the FMBSC, building and services perspectives (from SBS) are combined with
internal processes ones (from BSC) into a unique perspective: the so-called facility
perspective. This one considers both measures directed to the building and
measures directed to the space and people.
The FMBSC is therefore based on the BSC structure, although it includes different
balancing perspectives:
• financial;
• client/end-user;
• facility;
• learning and growth.

Figure 5.8 - The facility management balanced scorecard (De Toni et al., 2007a)
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120 PART 1 - THE EVOLUTION OF  FACILITY MANAGEMENT

The real innovation brought by this model is the facility perspective which combines
all of the contractor’s performances. This perspective considers the features and
measurements of: sub-suppliers’ delivery processes (from the BSC internal processes
perspective), space-related and people-related services (from the SBS services
perspective) and building services (from the SBS building perspective).
However, the facility perspective maintains a distinction among space-related,
people-related and building-related services since the contract elements are quite
different.
For this reason the FMBSC has to be applied in a sequence to each sub-supplier,
developing specific measures related either to building-related services or to space-
related and people-related services. Concerning the other three perspectives, they
remain quite unchanged for each sub-supplier. The performance measurements of
these perspectives are generally applicable in every case.
As a result, there will be as many BSC as sub-suppliers. FMBSC is obtained
aggregating the indicators in a unique model approved by the parties. The
aggregation process, based on a weighted average of the sub-suppliers’ indicators,
leads to a limited number of indicators. The weights are chosen taking into account
the service contract relevance, which is altogether defined by the parties. The
proposed model overcomes the abovementioned criticalities (Table 5.4):
1. The necessity to identify the contract economical-financial results. In the 
financial perspective, the FMBSC considers indicators which emphasize the 
results of the contractor (i.e. sales and market share) and of the client (i.e. value
for money, obtained savings).

2. The need to manage at the same time the expectation of both the client and 
the end-user. The FMBSC evaluates separately the satisfaction level of the two. 
Nonetheless it is worth to recall that end-user satisfaction affects client’s 
satisfaction, particularly in the case of a health agency (see the case study 
illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7).

3. The difficulty to manage many sub-suppliers with different specializations. The 
facility perspective is proposed in a sequence to every sub-supplier. For each of
them, performance indicators are selected according to the type of service 
provided.

4. The need to take into account the ability to develop the provided service. This 
aspect is promoted introducing into the FMBSC the learning and growth 
perspective (from BSC). 

The shared PMS defined in this way allows to:
• measure the effectiveness and efficiency of the supplied services;
• continuously improve the quality level both provided and perceived;
• overcome the criticalities of the FM contract;
• highlight the potential improvements of the FM contract;
• enhance the integration among players.
The introduction of a shared measurement system provides the parties with a tool to
enhance the quality level of supplied services and to improve the collaboration.
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5.5.3 Organizational field: the partnership table
Theoretical basis
The tool characterizing OFM in the organizational field is the so-called Partnership
Table.
In the traditional theory of outsourcing (regarding both service and manufacturing
industries), the essential condition for the success of the contract implementation is
the ability of the parties to stipulate an accurate agreement that meets their
respective needs. Contracts are essential to define the outsourcing rules, but
generally cannot adapt to the dynamic variables they are subjected to (Teece,
1986; Lee, 1996).
Difficulties lie in accurately foreseeing and figuring out different circumstances that
can occur during the contract lifespan. It is not possible to determine how the
parties have to behave in every situation (Hart and Moore, 1988). Sometimes the
same parties choose not to stipulate too strict contracts because of the high costs
of negotiating new clauses (Shavell, 1984).
Contractual incompleteness has to be considered as intrinsic in the relations among
the parties. There are several variables influencing a contract outcome and it is
impossible and too expensive to predict all of them. In practice, thus, the parties
define and stipulate extremely incomplete contracts.
These considerations are true also for the FM contract (Lai et al., 2004): the case
study presented later on in this book is a classical example (Chapter 6). To overcome
the criticalities characterizing long and complex contracts, such as FM ones, the
adoption of a systematic dialogue among the parties is proposed.
There are different types of sub-suppliers: their relations with the client can take
different forms (Table 5.5). These relation typologies are all practicable, but in case
of long and complex contracts (such as FM contracts) it is preferable that the parties
move toward relations that require a shared product/service design (or re-design):
the so-called partnership relations.

Table 5.5 - The relationship between contractor and client

The distinctive element of the partnership relation is the talk among the parties, no
more focused only on price, quality and time aspects, but on product/service
design (or re-design) too, in order to quickly face the dynamic variables of the
market (Figure 5.9). In fact, the lack of a partnership logic prevents from a
constructive dialogue between client and contractor, who, often, instead of
meeting to work out the problems, fight over service costs and ineffectiveness.
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CONTRACTOR TYPOLOGY TYPOLOGIES OF THE CONTRACTOR-CLIENT RELATION

Regular contractor Occasional transitions to buy products/services

Integrated contractor Repeated transitions to buy products/services

Partner contractor Repeated transitions to design and buy products/services
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Figure 5.9 - Evolution of the relationship with the contractors (De Toni et al., 1994a)

In the organizational field, the Partnership Table (PT) is the tool that stimulates the
collaboration between client and contractor.
The PT is a place where to discuss and share information relative to the services and
service levels (referred to SLA) and the connected technical, managerial and
organizational aspects of the contract.
Into the PT it is possible to combine information regarding (Figure 5.10):
• FM dynamic aspects: changes of end-user’s needs and client’s requirements, 
enhancements of the required service levels, improvements in technological 
opportunities, advances in organizational and management systems;

• service levels established in SLA;
• shared performance measurement system.

PT uses this information to discuss the contract performance and, if needed, to step
in to solve out eventual criticalities through shared product/service design (or re-
design).

Operative management
The PT operative management requires the specification of some elements
necessary for its functioning. There are two elements to be specified when PT is
created:
1. the participants;
2. the frequency of the meetings.
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Figure 5.10 - Information combined into the Partnership Table (De Toni et al., 2007a)

Participants
The meetings are steadily attended by some representatives appointed by the
client and the contractor. Besides, it is opportune that the parties choose the
chairman by common consent. The chairman, as a table coordinator, has the task
to impartially moderate the meeting discussions.
Sometimes, it is helpful that other players join those members. They can be sub-
suppliers’ or end-users’ representatives, consultants, etc. and they are invited from
time to time by the parties for their specific skills.
The players invited to PT meetings may change and their presence is connected to
the discussion topic. Their attendance is required to work out social or cultural
problems or to determine improvements of the service management.
PT decisions regarding goals to pursue and resources to use are subject to the
participants vote. However, it is necessary that they reach a unanimous agreement;
this approach is essential to set off a collaboration based on collegiality. The
meetings have to encourage dialogue and to be concluded by general
agreement, not by majority. When unanimous agreement cannot be reached,
external and independent players, properly skilled to solve out the controversy, have
to join the PT.

Meetings frequency
PT periodical meetings have not a fixed frequency but they are decided in a flexible
way by the parties (De Toni et al., 2007a). PT is summoned just when service
management has to be revised or improved.
Chapter 7 will illustrate the PT structure through a case study: the participants, its
rules and results will be described in depth.

FM dynamic aspects
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5.6   OPEN FACILITY MANAGEMENT PROCESS
To overcome criticalities characterizing FM we propose to adopt a service
management process based on a systematic dialogue among the parties. The
dialogue, supported by appropriate tools, allows to clarify problems and, through
discussion, to look for suitable solutions.
In FM, the only tool to enable a systematic confrontation between client and
contractor is the flexible contract with SLA (see Table 5.2). This type of contract can
be used in FM, but it currently represents a condition of excellence. Thus in FM the
management process based on dialogue requires, as a supporting tool, when it
exists, only the flexible contract with SLA (Figure 5.11 “as is” condition). Conversely,
OFM proposes three tools supporting the dialogue: flexible contract with SLA, shared
PMS and Partnership Table. Specifically:
• flexible contract with SLA defines contractual elements that can periodically be
revised;

• shared PMS collects and makes clear information regarding supply processes;
• Partnership Table evaluates information from shared PMS, from flexible contract
with SLA and from FM dynamic aspects and deliberates corrective actions to 
adjust to the changes.

OFM three tools, described in this chapter, are integrated in a new management
process (Figure 5.11 “to be” condition) that goes over FM.
Other than the juridical field for the dialogue among the parties, that is the flexible
contract with SLA, OFM proposes two further fields: the managerial one (shared
PMS) and the organizational one (Partnership Table).
Information from the flexible contract with SLA is not simply focused on bonus and
penalties. In the OFM process, this information, together with that coming from
shared PMS and from FM dynamic aspects, merges in the PT.
PT uses all the information to discuss problems that, from time to time, emerge during
the contract lifespan and to look for a shared solution. Dialogue can lead to the
application of SLA conditions (bonus and penalties) or to the review of the
contractual elements (performance levels or service re-design).
Through this management process, OFM enables client and contractor to quickly
answer the FM dynamic aspects. To reach this condition, OFM requires the
integration of the tools supporting the principles of: contract flexibility, sharing of
performance measurement systems and organizational coordination among
players.

5.7   CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we have proposed innovative solutions to FM intrinsic problems which
stem from what is acknowledged as contract incompleteness.
Continuous changes place client, contractor and sub-suppliers, which are bound to
a rigid contractual relationship, in a state of latent conflict that sooner or later sets
off. A flexible contract, as a legal solution to solve this kind of situations, has not
proved to be sufficient. 
Next to the flexible contract the use of two other operational tools has been
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proposed: the shared Performance Measurement System, that has a managerial
nature, and the Partnership Table, that has an organizational nature.
The model that integrates those three tools has been named Open Facility
Management. It is based on the concept of openness: openness to changes in the
FM domain (changes in the end-user’s needs and client’s requirements,
management system evolution, etc.) and to “new” players compared to the
traditional FM (consultants, communities of practice, universities, etc.).
Openness is the fundamental feature to distinguish OFM and FM. As mentioned
above, the tools proposed by FM and OFM to support their principles are different.
Synthetically in OFM there are three groups of principles, fields and tools:
1. Principle: contract flexibility.
Field: juridical.
Tool: flexible contract with service level agreement (SLA).
Service parameters and service quality criteria are defined through indicators 
mutually agreed by the players engaged in the contract. A periodical revision 
of the list of indicators and of their targets is essential to adjust SLA to FM 
changes.

Figure 5.11 - Facility management (as is) and Open facility management (to be)
(De Toni et al, 2007a)
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2. Principle: sharing of performance measurement systems.
Field: managerial.
Tool: shared performance measurement system.
The indicators that both client and contractor consider essential to evaluate the
contract performance are merged in this unique tool. It is the impartial and 
shared foundation on which the parties can build the dialogue.

3. Principle: organizational coordination among players.
Field: organizational.
Tool: Partnership Table.
It is the place where discussion and information sharing about services and 
service levels (regarding SLA) and the connected technical, managerial and 
organizational aspects take place. Around the PT, information are shared by 
members and players, who, from time to time, are invited to bring substantial 
improvement to the contract performance.

The three tools are obviously integrated in a holistic service management process
that enables the parties to exchange views about problems arising occasionally
and to collectively look for the appropriate solutions.
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